Grant Process:
Call for applications
is advertised

Innovation Grant from New
Ideas to Entrepreneurship

IGNITE

How IGNITE works:
start-up companies a grant for commercially viable
inventions or innovations.

•

Up to J$4M (or 70% of project cost) is available to 30
business entrepreneurs with the most innovative
ideas or ventures.

• The grant is channelled through selected Business

BSIs choose
best projects

DBJ evaluates and
approves applications

Agreements Executed

Partial Disbursement
of Funds

BSIs monitor &
Reports on projects

Minimum Entry Requirements:

•

Start-ups or newly incorporated businesses
— Registered for at least 1 year

•

The company must be registered and operating
in Jamaica

•
•

improvement on an existing product
Business owner must be able to present a business model
and product representation to a selection committee

Service Intermediaries (BSIs)

•

•

These BSIs are business support organisations/
incubators which will assist MSMEs in presenting
their business proposals, channeling the funds to
selected project sand monitoring the progress of
grant recipients.

Software and ICT
AREAS
SUPPORTED

Creative Industries
Life sciences
Agricultural
Manufacturing

All applicants must be associated with one of the
participating BSIs

Tourism

11a-15 Oxford Road, Kingston 5
876.929.4000 / 619.4000 | Fax: 929.6055
mail@dbankjm.com|www.dbankjm.com
Email: ignite@dbankjm.com

Vision

Mission

By 2025 DBJ is recognized as the Latin America &
the Caribbean’s foremost development finance
institution that drives private sector development
and contributes to broad-based, inclusive
economic growth in Jamaica.

The Development Bank of Jamaica provides
opportunities to all Jamaicans to improve their
quality of life through development financing,
capacity building, public private partnership and
privatisation solutions in keeping with
Government policy.

Core Values
Innovation

Integrity

Accountability

Professionalism
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The Development Bank of Jamaica (DBJ)
An Overview
The DBJ is a wholly owned Government company whose Mission it is
to facilitate and promote economic growth and national development
by providing “opportunities to all Jamaicans to improve their quality of
life through development financing, capacity building, public-private
partnership and privatisation in keeping with Government policy.”
Consequently, the Bank provides to Jamaican entrepreneurs a range of
services, including:

A. Low-cost financing
The DBJ provides access to (i) low-cost financing for capital and operating
expenditure; (ii) direct funding for large projects in strategic sectors
which are supported by the Government; and (iii) strategies to assist
micro entrepreneurs with access to funding.
Most of the Bank’s loan funding is channelled through its partners,
referred to as Approved Financial Institutions (AFI) and Micro Finance
Institutions (MFI):

•

AFIs include commercial and merchant banks, credit unions,
the National People’s Cooperative Bank (NPCB), the National
Export-Import Bank of Jamaica (EXIM Bank) and other financial
institutions. These institutions provide the initial credit
evaluation and loan supervision before on-lending the DBJ’s
funds to clients with viable projects in the productive sector.

B. The Credit Enhancement Facility (CEF) – the partial
guarantee programme
The CEF provides assistance to small and medium-sized enterprises
that need collateral support by providing guarantees to AFIs and
MFIs to reduce the risk on their loans.

C. Capacity Development and Technical Assistance
The growth and development of micro, small and medium-sized
enterprises (MSME) are constrained by a number of factors,
such as technical and business capacity limitations (which may
include, among other things, lack of proper business plans and
proper accounting records).
To help ease those problems and give support to MSME in this regard,
the DBJ provides capacity development (business support) and
technical assistance in the form of:
- Credit Enhancement Facility
- Voucher for Technical Assistance
- IGNITE
- Energy Audit Grant programme

• MFIs are organisations which lend funds exclusively to micro
entrepreneurs.
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Other major DBJ programmes & activities
D. Venture Capital programme

Energy Audit Grant Programme that provides grant funds to undertake an Energy Audit so as to make informed decisions about investments in energy efficiency and renewable energy solutions.

The DBJ has set up the Jamaica Venture Capital Programme to
develop a viable and sustainable venture capital and private
equity industry in Jamaica.

F. Investment opportunities in Government-owned and
controlled entities
The DBJ is the secretariat for the Government’s public-private partnerships
and privatisation programmes which aim to facilitate and secure
private-sector investment and participation in the Jamaican economy
through the ownership, expansion or operation of state-owned assets
and enterprises and public infrastructure and the provision of services.

E. Solutions for renewable energy and energy-efficiency
The DBJ provides energy loans and services to both businesses
and households for retrofitting for energy efficiency, energy
conservation and renewable energy. This is coupled with the
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A Message from the

Managing Director
Milverton Reynolds

The programme has facilitated a total of 310 full
and part-time jobs, realized $118.3 million in
total revenues (local and export), accessed over
$171.9 million in loans (through the DBJ and our
network of Approved Financial Institutions) and
facilitated $344.8 million in total investments.

In line with our Mission to provide opportunities to all Jamaicans to
improve their quality of life through financing and capacity building
among other developmental measures, a few years ago the
Development Bank of Jamaica (DBJ) adopted a more holistic and
strategic approach to the provision of support to the entrepreneurial
sector, particularly start-ups and the micro, small and medium-sized
enterprises sector which have widely been recognised as the
engine of growth in small economies such as ours.
With the rapid developments in communication and technology
and new ways of doing business, we recognised that to remain
relevant to Jamaican businesses in the 21st century, it could not
continue to be business as usual. And, in this regard, one of the first
initiatives that we implemented was a test – or pilot – programme
called the ‘Innovation Grant – From new Ideas to Entrepreneurship
(IGNITE) in October, 2015, scheduled to last for 18 months.
With a budget of $75 million, IGNITE aimed to provide capacity
building grants to improve the business development and growth
of start-ups with innovation projects and to achieve positive economic
returns in terms of level of investment, revenue, employment and export.
To facilitate implementation of the programme, the DBJ forged
strategic partnerships with three Business Service Intermediaries
(BSIs) namely Jamaica Business Development Corporation
(JBDC), Jamaica Manufacturers Association (JMA), and Branson
Centre of Entrepreneurship – Caribbean (Branson). The BSIs were
integral in preparing MSMEs for the application process, providing
coaching and mentoring to implement their respective projects
and overall project management support.
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The 27 IGNITE beneficiaries that were selected were subjected
to an intense evaluation process that included a pitch session
to a judging panel and were then placed into three categories
based on their project needs. Depending on the category in
which they fell, they were awarded grants in the amount of
$1 million, $2.5 million or $4 million to assist with implementing
activities to improve the business development and growth.
The IGNITE programme has been lauded for its many benefits
to innovative business concepts and economic development.
We are pleased to announce that all the beneficiaries have
indicated that the programme has helped them to increase
their business knowledge, obtain invaluable networking
opportunities and realize growth in revenues. Because of
their IGNITE experience, some beneficiaries have even begun
exporting, filing provisional patents and penetrating new markets.
We are enormously pleased to have contributed to the
transformation and success of these awardees. We are proud
of their continued achievements which is evidenced by the
accolades they received in other SME competitions, the value
of investments that they have attracted and their impressive growth.
As a result, the DBJ is committed to the expansion of the
IGNITE programme. We will be inviting applications in the
second quarter of the 2018/19 Financial Year through our
network of BSIs to invite Cohort 2 of MSMES to take the
journey with us to improve their business operations, grow
their businesses and provide employment to our fellow
Jamaicans. In this way, we will be well on our way to make
Jamaica the place of choice to live, work, raise our families
and do business.

IGNITE Project
Background

This strategic initiative has stimulated economic growth
and fostered creating jobs. For the implementation of the
programme, the DBJ partnered with the Branson Centre of
Entrepreneurship, Jamaica Manufacturers Association and
Jamaica Business Development Corporation. These entities
served as valuable Business Service Intermediaries that
facilitated channeling grant funds to the entrepreneurs,
provided coaching and mentorship, and project
management support.

The Development Bank of Jamica (DBJ) officially launched
the IGNITE programme on October 21, 2015 with a budget
of J$75M to undertake capacity development initiatives
targeted at Micro and Small enterprises .
Through IGNITE, the Bank supported Jamaican entrepreneurs
with innovative business ideas to access grant funds to
facilitate commercializing of their products or services.
IGNITE provided development funding from one to four
million dollars to 27 entrepreneurs to implement activities
over eighteen (18) months that improved their business
development and growth as a startup with an innovation
projects across the various sectors.

The IGNITE Programme was designed to facilitate projects
located across the island of Jamaica. The figure below gives
a pictorial representation of the geographical location of
the various projects.

Project’s Locations
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Message from BSI:

Jamaica Business Development Corporation
Jamaica Business Development Corporation (JBDC) is pleased
to have been among the three business sector intermediaries
to manage applicants to the Development Bank of Jamaica’s
(DBJ) Innovation Grant from New Ideas to Entrepreneurship
(IGNITE) project. IGNITE was launched at a time when there
was heightened discussion surrounding the challenges
faced by MSMEs in accessing financing for their enterprises.
At JBDC, we see ourselves as a bridge in that gap between
entrepreneur and financier and have therefore made it a
priority to educate and prepare our clients for this crucial
interface. Our full system of incubation allows us to do this in
an effective manner and so we were ecstatic and also humbled
by the fact that thirteen (13) of our clients accessed funding
totaling JMD$37 million under IGNITE. Of the thirteen (13),
seven (7) grantees received the maximum JMD$4 million.
The other grantees received between JMD$1 million and
JMD$2.5 million.
The results augur well for the work put in by the JDBC team
led by the Business Advisory Services and Project Management
& Research departments. Both were instrumental in preparing

Valerie Veira, J.P.
Chief Executive Officer
the applicants’ proposals as well as making them pitch ready
within a short time frame. Our commitment to the closure of
the financing gap goes beyond projects, as we also launched
the Financial Support Services Unit in 2016. This unit is tasked
with the mandate of preparing MSMEs to access funding, as
there is no shortage of cash in the system but rather the
MSMEs’ inability to access it.
JBDC will continue to conduct research in the field to gather
information that will inform developmental projects in pursuit
of our common goal of growth and economic development.
Congratulations to the awardees as we wish you continued
success!
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Message from BSI:

Branson Centre of Entrepreneurship Caribbean
The Branson Centre is pleased to work alongside our partners
the Development Bank of Jamaica (DBJ) on multiple projects
including IGNITE. Through our common mandate to drive
economic growth, the IGNITE program supported growth
for our entrepreneurs without the overheads of loan
repayments while instilling governance through quarterly
reporting. As the Branson Centre continues to focus on small
and growing businesses we look forward to continuing to
accelerate entrepreneurs through funding opportunities,
alongside our training, governance, and investment
readiness services.
Entrepreneurs approach the Branson Centre for financing
on a regular basis, however, most are not ready for equity
financing or may not be eligible for debt financing. The
IGNITE programme, when paired with accelerator services,
helps to grow their businesses to become fundable. The
success the programme has achieved in such a small time is
a testament to the effectiveness of monitored and tranched
grant funding.
With the expansion of the program in 2018 to include a
wider base of businesses, we expect the IGNITE fund will
be even more successful. There are many entrepreneurs in

Dmitri Dawkins.
Entrepreneur Programmes
Director
the ecosystem that have stalled growth since their cash flow
doesn’t allow continued re-investment. These businesses can
look forward to using the grant funds to enable expansion of
revenue channels and overcome resource limits. Managing
capital is a critical factor investors use when reviewing a company,
by managing IGNITE funds and providing regular reporting, an
entrepreneur can demonstrate their investment readiness.
I’d like to congratulate the entrepreneurs who have made this
program a success as well as the DBJ for their effective delivery
of the program. Let’s continue disrupting business as usual in
Jamaica and make an impact in our communities and environment
and allow greater economic resilience and greater economic
resilience.
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Message from BSI:

Jamaica Manufaturers’ Association
Data from the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor have revealed
that Jamaicans are among the most entrepreneurial in the
world, exceeding even China and the USA. Research also shows
however, that globally, 8 out of 10 small businesses fail. This
certainly reflects our own local experience. As individuals seek
creative solutions to unemployment, we continue to experience
a mushrooming of the most innovative business ideas we have
arguably ever seen in Jamaica, from tech start-ups to novel product
ideas. However, as Dr. William Lawrence of the University of
the West Indies indicated in a recent study, only a small
percentage transition into established businesses with only 1.7
percent having expectations that their ventures will grow and
create jobs within the short term.
The Jamaica Manufacturers’ Association (JMA) was very pleased
with the announcement of the IGNITE Grant as one of Government’s
measures to address the attrition of Jamaican small businesses.
In 2015 when the call for interest was made by the Development
Bank of Jamaica (DBJ), we were eager respondents and were
elated to be selected as one of the three Business Service
Intermediaries to administer the grant.
The journey has been dynamic to say the least and we’ve learnt
lessons that will serve us well for the future. Beginning with the
process of selecting the right candidates, to preparing and working
with our selectees for the successful implementation of projects,
we have benefitted tremendously with our mandate to enhance
Jamaica’s manufacturing sector. Our clients have met several
important milestones and attest to the power of access to finance
at this critical stage of their businesses. They have seen their sales
increase and new markets penetrated; they have carried out
essential promotional activities and patented crucial intellectual
property. We have proud memories of watershed moments like
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Imega Breese McNab
Executive Director
the achievement of the million dollar mark in sales for one
beneficiary and the launch of a product line within the United
Kingdom in nine stores of one of the largest cosmetic chains
in that country. These accomplishments made the journey
exciting and worthwhile.
It was also very important that the DBJ, in keeping with its
mandate to be a leading catalyst for the small business
ecosystem in Jamaica, has been open to learning and aligning
the programme with the bona fide needs of grantees. This
led to several welcomed modifications during the project cycle
which helped clients to more closely meet their development
targets. We commend this insight and look forward to a more
robustly tailored Phase II of the programme. IGNITE has been
a success. Several start-ups have received monies without the
burden of debt and have put it to excellent use. The
announcement of an IGNITE Phase II underlines this conclusion.
I take this opportunity to applaud the initiative and emphasize
the multiplier effect it will have on businesses and
employment. We encourage the DBJ to continue to develop
relevant and effective schemes to meet the needs of Micro,
Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) and reiterate the JMA’s
commitment as ready and willing partners to this end.

Jovan Evans
AquaFlow Products &
Services Limited
Grant Amount: $2.50 M
BSI: Branson Centre
AquaFlow may have given us one of the most useful innovations for
today’s living. Its Pump-N-Spray portable shower that allows
people to bathe without buckets or recycling their water bottles.
Owners of the device can conveniently transport, store and
efficiently use minimum water to shower.
AquaFlow began operations in 2015, and in two years began to
expand its product line. This includes a comprehensive range
of fluid dispensers and hand-washing stations. The company has
broadened its mission to enhance the quality of life of
Jamaicans by improving their access to water, through providing
innovative products that use water efficiently at a reasonable cost
accessible to the most vulnerable in our society.
By partnering with the government and non-governmental
organizations (NGOs), AquaFlow has helped many families
in disaster-affected and drought-affected communities. Mr. Evans
says they welcome further collaboration that would fulfill the
United Nations Sustainable Development Goal #6: Ensure access
to water and sanitation for all.
Given its lofty mandate, the company was awarded $2.5 million
though DBJs’ IGNITE programme. The funds have helped AquaFlow
to market their water-efficient products, improve production
capacity and acquire additional raw material for its Pump-N-Spray
water saving device.

Contact Information
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62 Dumbarton Ave, Kingston 10

Pumpandspray

(876) 846-8118, 784-5059

sales@pumpandspray.com

www.aquaflowjm.com

@pumpandspray

Dana Baugh
Baughaus Design Studio
Grant Amount: $2.50 M
BSI: JMA

Dana Baugh marveled at nature since childhood and fell in love
with its wonders. She still has that bright optimism today and
shares it with us in the exquisite ceramics pieces she designs and
sells through her company, BAUGHaus Design Studio. A
practiced eye will notice that her work tells the story of the Jamaica
she saw as a child. She has been creating art for as long as she can
remember.
Not surprisingly, she decided to pursue a design-based business
as her profession. From her Savanna-la-mar studio, Dana creates
Jamaican hand-made ceramics, lighting fixtures, furniture and
soft-goods for the home. Their designs are inspired by the
Caribbean, with her main products being porcelain home
goods and bespoke lighting fixtures.
Such talent must rise to the top, and it was her good fortune to
get from the Development Bank of Jamaica a $2.5 million award
in 2016 through its IGNITE programme. This funding helped to
significantly improve the company’s manufacturing process with
the acquisition of machinery and raw materials. Baughaus was also
able to expand its marketing and promotion, and launched new
products.

Contact Information
Emmaville Avenue, Savanna-la-mar,

Baughaus

Westmoreland

baughaus@gmail.com

(876) 878-3262

@Baughaus

www.baughausdesign.com
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Larren Peart
Blue Dot Data
Intelligence Ltd.
Grant Amount: $2.50 M
BSI: Branson Centre
Blue Dot Intelligence Limited specializes in research and data mining, a
relatively new concept to the marketing world. Incorporated in 2013,
the company places significant focus on consumer neuroscience,
which involves a keen understanding of the consumer’s
subconscious and what persuades them to buy. This safeguards
market research, ensuring that there is no disconnect between
what people say and how they feel. Such research brings
marketers insights about their brands, customers, markets
and competitors, helping them to develop calculated and
data-driven marketing strategies.
Among the many companies using Blue Dot’s research are
Grace Kennedy Foods, Supreme Ventures Limited, Knutsford
Express, Eve and National Commercial Bank. The company has
also conducted studies for companies in North America and
other Caribbean islands.
The Development Bank of Jamaica awarded Blue Dot $2.5 milllion
from its IGNITE programme to help grow its market research
project. It has also provided capacity development support to
the firm in the form of business processing improvement,
corporate governance and marketing.

Contact Information
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17 Holborn Road, Kingston 10

BlueDot Data Intelligence

(876) 575-7371

larren@bluedotja.com

www.bluedotja.com

@bluedot_ja

Randy McLaren
Bresheh

Grant Amount: $1.00 M
BSI: Branson Centre

Brothers Randy and Davian McLaren think together. They
discussed the idea briefly and in July 2015 started Bresheh
Enterprises to design, manufacture and distribute high quality bags.
The brothers have a strong focus on quality and social responsibility.
They have embarked on an initiative to collect used denim and
up-cycling them to make attractive products while training and
employing talent from marginalized communities. More
importantly, they do it with humility and confidence. It’s easy to
understand why Bresheh’s customers love their products so much.
The company customizes everything they make whereby
customers can also add their names, initials, logo or social media
handles to further personalize the bags.
No one was surprised when Bresheh was awarded the Young
Leaders of the Americas Initiative 2017 Fellow. They had already
placed second in both the Branson Centre/Arthur Guinness
Made of More Entrepreneurship Challenge and Pitch for Purpose
Competition. Then they came to the attention of the Development
Bank of Jamaica.
Bresheh’s achievement continued when the company was
awarded $1 million in grant funding in 2016, under its IGNITE
programme. The funds went into improving the company’s
production capacity with the acquisition of additional
sewing machines. The move also brought another benefit that
underlies DBJ’s support for innovation as Bresheh was able to
create more jobs and grow their business.

Contact Information
1½ Lucas Road, Kingston 2

Bresheh

(876) 893-9713

randymclarenja@gmail.com

bresheh.com

@pickbresheh
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Courtney Haughton
Castor Black Gold
Jamaica Ltd.
Grant Amount: $4.00 M
BSI: JBDC
Castor Black Gold Jamaica Limited (CBG) offers 100% pure
Jamaican grown dark castor oil. This agriculture based project uses
castor beans to make castor oil for export to the USA, Europe and
Africa. The Clarendon based company owner is a founding member
of the recently formed Jamaica Castor Industry Association.
CBG has plans for a farm that can be used as a model for the industry
and employ a zero-waste approach. The company has become a
primary player in the global distribution of authentic, 100% pure,
Jamaican Black Castor Oil and its derivatives, while developing
an international presence for its BLACK GOLD products.
The DBJ awarded CBG $4 million under the IGNITE project to establish
an organic 350-acre castor farm and processing plant in Clarendon.

Contact Information
Plummersville, Race Course, P.O. Box 18,
Clarendon
(876) 893-9713, 622-4970
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cashaughton55@gmail.com

Hellen French
Cold Bush
Organics Ltd.
Grant Amount: $2.50 M
BSI: Branson Centre
Coldbush Organics Limited trades under the brand Mount Pleasant
Farm Chocolatiers, and is Jamaica’s only processor of single bean
chocolate. This amazing little company takes the chocolate
production process from a seedling to the wrapped bar that you
enjoy. They farm and manufacture organically grown premium
Jamaican cocoa products in, you guessed it, Mount Pleasant, St. Andrew.
Coldbush Organics started in 2013. Their first order of business was
to focus on building the capacity of the farm to produce enough
cocoa beans for manufacturing, and to upgrade its production
systems to deliver several innovative cocoa-based products.
Mount Pleasant now produces roughly 5,000 bars of chocolate monthly.
The company brings consumers a wide range of dark chocolate
with natural infused flavours, (chili, sea salt, coconut cinnamon,
ginger mint etc.) white and milk chocolates, cocoa powder,
cocoa butter, cocoa nibs, chocolate face mask and body wraps.
Products are available locally at Loshusan Supermarket, Liguanea
Drug and Garden, Coconut Industry Board, Uncorked and The
Wine Shop. There are plans to expand distribution through other
specialty shops.

Contact Information
49 Wickie Wacky Drive, Ocean Lake,
Bull Bay, St Andrew

Mount pleasant farm
chocolatiers Jamaica

(876) 750-0563, 854-5604, 874-7401

frenchhellen@gmail.com

www.coldbushorganics.com

@mountpleasantchocolatiers

The farm is designed to incorporate an educational center and an
eco-tourism component, where visitors will be exposed to this
exciting farm model, and taste products uniquely designed for
the taste of each client. The Development Bank of Jamaica awarded
Cold Bush Organics $2.5 million in 2016 through its IGNITE
programme to help the company automate its flavoured chocolate
production process.
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Janet Rankine-Henry
Complete Nutrition
Care Diet Centre
Grant Amount: $4.00 M
BSI: JMA
Complete Nutrition Care Diet Centre’s (CNC) desire is for all
Jamaicans to be healthy. Since 2014, the company has been offering
Low Calorie, No cholesterol, Low Sodium, High Fiber and
Low Glycemic Index meals.
Its popular “Meta Balance 360” are delicious low-calorie meals,
that are well portioned, for those who have little to no time to
prepare wholesome meals but want to lose weight and stay healthy.
CNC provides nutrition consultations to its clients and produces
meals for breakfast, lunch, dinner and in between snacks. The
company also provides green juices for breakfast shakes and
detoxing that increase the metabolic cycle and drain the prostate;
and can ultimately lead to a reduction in the risk of prostate cancer.
Through the IGNITE Grant provided by the Development Bank
of Jamaica, the company was awarded $4 million to expand the
“Meta Balance 360” brand and make it more accessible to the
Jamaican population and its diaspora. The grant also helped to
strengthen the company’s production and distribution
capabilities through the acquisition of specialized equipment
and ramped up marketing.

Contact Information
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1477-8 Cumberland Boulevard, Cumberland
Garden, Portmore, Gregory Park P.O., St. Catherine

Complete Nutrition Care
Diet Centre

(876) 622-8575, 427-9768

cncdietcenter@gmail.com

cncdietcentre.com

@cncdietcentre

Grace Foster-Reid
EcoFarms

Grant Amount: $4.00 M
BSI: JBDC
When Grace Foster-Reid, an engineer trained at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, lost her job in 2010 she decided to
turn a setback into an opportunity. She got involved in honey
production in 2011 and embarked on a lucrative business venture.
EcoFarms uses raw, gourmet logwood and coffee blossom honey
from rural apiaries to produce Jamaica’s first mead Buzz Honey
Wine, tropical HoneyStix, bee pollen and candles.
The company has won many awards, including National Bakery
Bold Ones in Manufacturing, the National Commercial Bank’s
Nation Builder Award and Manchester Chamber of Commerce’s
Entrepreneur of the Year. Foster-Reid was also selected as a Vital
Voices Fellow in 2013, and has received extensive training as a
social entrepreneur.
In 2016, EcoFarms partnered with Jamaica Deaf Village and trained
two deaf youths to become beekeepers. The company hopes to hire
more deaf people to produce Buzz products as they realize their
vision of creating 100 Jamaican jobs among at-risk and
marginalised groups.
That same year, the Development Bank of Jamaica awarded $4 million
to EcoFarms through its IGNITE programme to automate the
company’s packaging process.

Contact Information
Mandeville, Manchester, Jamaica

Ecofarms Jamaica

(876) 477-2880

info@ecofarmsjamaica.com

www.ecofarmsjamaica.com

@ecofarms
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Allison Harrison
Factory 75 Company Ltd.
Grant Amount: $1.00 M
BSI: Branson Centre

Factory 75 Company Limited is a full-service video production,
media and motion picture company whose products are tailored
for corporate, commercial, and entertainment projects, as well
as narrative and documentary filmmaking. The company’s many
services include concept development, production coordination,
filming, editing, branded content, campaign videos, scriptwriting,
sound design, music scoring, fashion, lifestyle and commercial
photography, design, illustration, visual effects and animation.
Factory 75’s first short film “Proscenium” won the Audience Award
for “Best Short Film” in the 2015 staging of the Jamaica Film
Festival. The film was also a part of the official selection for the
2015 Aruba Film Festival and was invited to be screened at the
University of Missouri during their Black History Month activities.
The “Factory” also grows and showcases the work of other local
filmmakers, visual storytellers and creative talent through teaching
and mentorship. The company has successfully completed several
projects for Virgin Unite, Virgin Holidays, Digicel, United States
Embassy and the Branson Centre.
The Development Bank of Jamaica awarded Factory 75 a $1 million
dollar grant to expand to expand its creative offerings and to
provide employment opportunities for aspiring as well as
established filmmakers and content producers. The IGNITE grant
also helped the company to acquire additional post-production
equipment.

Contact Information
75 Riverside Road, Seaforth Gardens,
St Thomas, Jamaica
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Factory75

(876) 456-2101

info@factory75.com
factoryseventyfive@gmail.com

vimeo.com/factory75

@factory_75

Javin Williams
Herboo Corporation Ltd.
Grant Amount: $2.50 M
BSI: JMA

Herboo Corporation Limited’s products are as cool as their
Mandeville location. Their high-quality Jamaican eco-holistic
personal care and beauty products are 100% organic and find
wide appeal among consumers. The company manufactures
two uniquely formulated cosmetic products.
Its Herboo Deep Cleansing Dual shampoo + Conditioner is made
from medicinal herbs such as sorrel, rosemary and peppermint
that help prevent and treat dandruff, soothe irritated scalp and
promote hair growth. As a complement to that product, Herboo
also manufactures the Herboo Hair and Body Oil.
Herboo has won several awards since it started in 2015. These
include the National and International Business Model Competition
and the Jamaica Observer Mogul in the Making. Just as significantly,
the Development Bank of Jamaica awarded Herboo a $2.5 million
IGNITE grant in 2016. The funds helped the firm to acquire certain
technologies to develop its hair and body oil and put processes in
place to better serve their customers.
Not surprisingly, increased sales followed, and Herboo has been
able to provide part time jobs for both students and unattached
youths, teaching them marketable skills and giving them their
first work experience.

Contact Information
Cedar Grove District, Manchester
Road, Manchester, Mandeville
(876) 486-9412

Herboo
herboocorp@gmail.com
@herboobotanicals

Herboo’s mission and passion is to celebrate the environment and
connect individuals across the world. According to Javin Williams,
owner, “We like to think we give consumers joy, vibrancy and
potency with our eco-holistic, uncomplicated and distinctively
organic personal care products. We believe our bodies are our
greatest assets and should be nurtured and cared for in a healthy
holistic way”.

herboo.business.site
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Andrae Lynch
Image and Glory
Laboratories Ltd.
Grant Amount: $4.00 M
BSI: JBDC
Andrae Lynch, a trained chemist, and his wife Tamara invented a
Glory Laundry Gel that deep cleans laundry and protects colours
up to 100 washes. This locally-made detergent outperforms
several international brands, in cleaning, colour care, cost
effectiveness, and eco-friendliness. The Glory Gel is currently
available in major supermarkets island-wide.
The DBJ IGNITE grant in concert with other facilities has provided the
company the opportunity to bring their business to the next level
of growth. Since being awarded the grant in October 2016 Image
and Glory has made several concrete advancements. They have
outsourced their manufacturing operations to Orion Sales Limited
and distribution to Musson Trading Limited. Since the introduction
of the product to the market the company has grown its revenues
by nearly 400% and increased their brand awareness and
recognition. Glory Gel is available in leading retail stores islandwide.
Image and Glory was awarded a $4 million grant to scale up
production and market-penetration with new products.

Contact Information
(876) 939-4481, 862-4128, 466-1576
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imageandglory@gmail.com

Melarka Williams
Ingenuity
Technologies Ltd.
Grant Amount: $2.50 M
BSI: Branson Centre
Ingenuity Technologies delivers fully integrated, high quality IT
Outsourcing Services to mid-sized and large-scale organizations.
Its mission is to help clients increase productivity and profitability
and reduce time and cost.
The company’s services include business analysis, software
development, quality assurance and testing, technical resourcing
and project management. These are implemented through on-site
or off-site collaborative engagement, depending on the client’s
needs and requirements.
With more than ten years experience in engineering and information
technology, Founder and CEO Melarka Williams stated Ingenuity in
2012 to build the first bespoke Mobile Banking Solution in the
Caribbean: Ingenuity Proprietary Mobile Banking Solution. Its
client list now includes firms such as Victoria Mutual Building
Society, First Global Bank and Jamaica Money Market Brokers.
In 2016, the Development Bank of Jamaica’s IGNITE programme
awarded Ingenuity a $2.5 million grant to create a proprietary
mobile survey and business analytics tool: iSurvey. This revolutionary
application, was officially launched in November 2017, and
allows companies to conduct surveys with or without smart
devices or an internet connection.

Contact Information
237 Old Hope Road, Kingston 6

Ingenuity Technologies Limited

(876) 381-5875, 970-5578

melarka.williams@ingenuitytechjm.com

www.ingenuitytech.com

@ingenuitytechnologies

The app is available to businesses of all sizes, from start-ups to SMEs
to large enterprises. It replaces the traditional paper-based surveys
and data collection that are often time consuming, unreliable and
outdated. Williams says it will get better metrics from direct
marketing campaigns and more efficient in data collection. With
iSurvey, Ingenuity is positioning itself in the Caribbean as a disruptor
in the digital innovation market, and as a firm that creates technology
for the rest of the world.
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Racquell Brown
Irie Rock Yaad Spa
Grant Amount: $2.50 M
BSI: JMA

Irie Rock Yaad Spa offers healthy skincare solutions with products
made from carefully selected natural ingredients in their purest form.
These include plant extracts, vitamins and and other natural
ingredients, uniquely formulated to deliver the most effective
skin care.
Since 2009, Irie Rock’s Tea Tree & Witch Hazel facial lines have
been successful as an agent for many kinds of skin issues. The
products’ popularity and affordability has brought the company
many awards, including the JMA’s Eddie Hall New Manufacturer of
the Year Award in 2015, the Commonwealth Organization Award
in 2013 and the National Bakery’s BOLD ONES in manufacturing
Award in 2014. That same year, Irie Rock was one of four companies
working with the FINPHME project that helps businesses destined
to impact the global market.
In 2016, the Development Bank of Jamaica awarded Irie Rock a
$2.5 million IGNITE grant to upgrade its production capacity,
improve its marketing and automate its filling processes
at the packaging facility.
Irie Rock products are available island-wide at leading retail stores
and from their online store. In August 2017, the company
successfully launched in London and is carried in several Pak
Cosmetics stores.

Contact Information
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3 Water Lane, Spaldings P.O., Clarendon

Irie Rock

(876) 457-0746, 457-0846

info@irierock.com

www.irierock.com

@irierock

Marie & Maria Wilson
Island Fruit Snacks
& Desserts Limited
Grant Amount: $4.00 M
BSI: Branson Centre

DeJaFrut Sorbet was conceptualised in 2013 by sisters Marie and
Maria Wilson and launched with four clients in the tourist industry.
DeJaFrut “meaning: from Jamaican fruit” All Natural Sorbet is the
first and only locally made all natural frozen sorbet available in six
(6) delicious Jamaican flavours namely Coconut, Guava, Hibiscus Tea
(Sorrel), June Plum, Mango and Pineapple. DeJaFrut is not your
ordinary or run-of-the-mill sugar and water ice pop made with
artificial flavours and colouring. No way! Made with premium fruit
purees, our delicious sorbet tastes good and is good for you!
DeJaFrut is dairy-free, low calorie, gluten-free and fat-free with NO
artificial flavours, NO artificial dyes, NO preservatives or additives.
In the company’s first year of operations they recorded sales of
over 12,000 units and the firm successfully transitioned into the
local market with sales tripling in the following year.
Subsequently, DeJaFrut secured a distribution deal with Wisynco,
Ltd. through DeJaFrut’s distributorship, along with its quality
product and competitive price point. The company was poised to
expand from 85 to over 500 retail locations island-wide with plans
to export (via Brand Jamaica). However, in May 2016 the firm lost
significant amount of inventory in the massive fire at Wisynco
Lakes Pen warehouse which had a tremendous impact on their
ability to meet customer demands. While emerging from the
major loss, tragedy struck again in Februar y 2017 when
DeJaFrut experienced the sudden passing of Ms Marie Wilson,
one of the lead business owners and partners, which has eventually
led to the cessation of operations.

Contact Information
Shop 3, Lot 686, Half Moon
Street, Montego Bay, JA

dejafrut

(876) 582-0845

@dejafrut

www.dejafrut.com

Maria, who was actively involved in the business with Marie, has
not yet been able to confirm when the firm is likely to resume
operations. The Development Bank of Jamaica deeply regrets the
passing of Marie and our team stands committed to provide any
support required to re-establish the operations of the firm in the
foreseeable future.
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Jermaine Parkinson
JERDIS

Grant Amount: $1.00 M
BSI: JBDC
Do you know how to properly dispose of your computer equipment
after it is too old for your needs? This is an issue we all face, but
now there is a solution at hand. Jerdis Electronic Solutions offers
great options to handle obsolete and unwanted computer and
information technology equipment. The three-year-old firm
provides environmentally sound disposal solutions of e-waste to
companies, organizations or individuals with large inventory.
Jerdis aims to reduce pollution and ultimately eliminate e-waste
in private landfills by intercepting them before they are sent to
the public dumps. That is a security benefit for its customers
because even when all data is deleted from devices, savvy crooks
can recover that information.
Jerdis has found willing partners and customers that now include
the University of the West Indies, Noranda Bauxite Company,
HEART Trust NTA and Digicel.
The DBJ awarded the company a $1M grant from its IGNITE
programme to acquire a digital floor scale, raw material (electronics
to recycle), and to market its disposal service.

Contact Information
Lot #2, 18 Elgin Road, Cross Roads,
P.O., Kingston 5
(876) 812-7021, 486-4782
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powerfuljermaine@hotmail.com

Kimroy Bailey

Kimroy Bailey Robotics
Grant Amount: $4.00 M
BSI: JBDC

Bet you didn’t know we manufacture robots in Jamaica. Kimroy
Bailey Robotics has been doing exactly that for the education sector
since 2013. The company was created to modernize science
education across the Caribbean and serves a new generation of
students who will need to be taught technological skills
in programming, automation and artificial intelligence. Founder
Kimroy Bailey believes these robots are a good way to spark a love
for science and engineering in young students.
The company works with numerous rural schools, inner-city
youths, volunteer organizations, and government agencies to
offer training in robotics, automation and electrical technologies.
Bailey has won numerous prestigious national awards such as
the Prime Minister’s Youth Awards for Excellence (International
Achievement), Jamaica Institute of Engineer’s Most Outstanding
Electrical Engineer Graduate and the Dean of the Faculty,
Exemplary Student Leader Award.
In 2016, Development Bank of Jamaica through its IGNITE
programme awarded KB Robotics $4 million to acquire machinery
and raw material. The grant has enabled the firm to manufacture
parts for its robot kits. Bailey says he has also initiated steps
towards adding Robotics to the local school curriculum.

Contact Information
Mendez Town, Trelawny

Kimroy Bailey Group

(876) 834-5971, 503-0815

kimroy@kimroyBailey.com

kimroybailey.com
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Kenia Mattis
ListenMi Caribbean
Grant Amount: $4.00 M
BSI: JBDC

ListenMi Caribbean Limited might be called a disciple of Miss Lou.
The ten-year-old company is addressing social change with its
illustrated and animated storytelling. The illustration and sound
design studio is particularly inspired by work with children, education
and culture. It uses the somewhat non-traditional brand-driven
storytelling to connect companies, communities and NGOs to
their particular audiences. So, it was no surprise when ListenMi
won the Spark the Fire Startup Award at the Global Entrepreneurship
Summit in Silicon Valley.
ListenMi Caribbean has collaborated with Charlestown Maroons
to create League of Maroons, their first interactive graphic novel.
This is in line with their mission to create culturally relevant stories
that represent minority groups who are often not the subject of
animated content.
The company also offers Greater Cakes workshops to children
from underprivileged and volatile communities, empowering
them to write and publish their own stories.
They have worked with The Institute of the Future in San Francisco
to transform a Sudanese research project into miniseries of stories
told in graphic novel style.
In 2016, the DBJ awarded ListenMi Caribbean a $4 million grant
under its IGNITE programme to build and launch an educational
interactive game customized to improve literacy in developing
countries.
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Contact Information
5-9 South Odeon, Kingston 10

ListenMi

(876) 823-0368, 920-4763

writemi@listenmi.com

www.listenmi.com

@Listenmi

Brian Brown
LivewireACT

Grant Amount: $1.00 M
BSI: Branson Centre
Brian Brown is an ambitious marketer, performer and entertainment
consultant. With his two-year-old firm LivewireACT, he is now
creating Jamaica’s first online entertainment registry to showcase
top rated and preferred Entertainment Service Providers (ESPs)
(performing artiste, etc.) on a navigation-friendly, mobile-optimized
website.
On LivewireACT.com clients can find Jamaica’s (and the Caribbean’s)
top rated and preferred ESPs, who must pass a fitness test that
entails a review of their reputation and relationship with recent
clients before choosing one of three featured options for quarterly,
bi-annual or annual guild membership packages.
LivewireACT has already worked with or employed most of Jamaica’s
top performers and support services providers.
By leveraging their expertise and relationships, users can interact
with service providers’ profiles and videos, create customer
reviews, read industry hot topics and get useful insight about
selecting the right providers and staging winning events.
Through its IGNITE programme, the Development Bank of Jamaica
awarded LivewireACT a $1M grant to develop the company’s
online platform, which by all reports is a resounding success.

Contact Information
117 Bayview Drive, Pitfour,
Montego Bay, St. James
(876) 579-6850, 631-5777

Livewire ACT
livewireaction@gmail.com
@livewireact

www.livewireact.com
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Hazel Wright O’Connor
Microspex

Grant Amount: $4.00 M
BSI: JBDC
Recent developments in construction materials have seen the
use of more synthetics and composites. These, of course,
can affect air quality negatively. Similarly, our abundance of
computers and photocopiers have also brought us poor quality
indoor air. As individuals spend increasingly more time indoors,
the need to monitor the quality of air we are inhaling becomes so
much more critical.
Sensing an opportunity, Eugenie Addison, a Jamaican student
studying in Argentina, created the Microspex, a bio- sensitive
machine that detects airborne pathogens and monitors air quality.
The machine is expected to make hospitals and homes safer and
cleaner when the Microspex detects pathogens and allergens in
the air. Already, it has been endorsed by doctors in several hospitals
after only a few demonstrations
Alerted to the significance of this invention, Development
Bank’s IGNITE provided a $4M grant to Hazel O’Connor and
Eugenie Addison to design, market, and patent the Pathogen
Allergen Quality (PAQ) Air Monitor. The PAQ monitors air quality,
detects pathogens and allergens and other airborne bacteria that
are harmful to health.

Contact Information
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9 Caledonia Road, Mandeville

Microspex

(876) 893-9713

hwrightoconnor@gmail.com

Johnathon Kelly
Miramorai Interactive
Learning Solutions Ltd.
Grant Amount: $1.00 M
BSI: JBDC
Miramorai Interactive Learning Solutions Limited employs 2D
or 3D Animations, motion graphics, augmented reality and
360-degree photography to create compelling stories for clients’
products and services. With these new media tools the company
is helping clients to build brand awareness and increase user
engagement.
Starting in 2015, Miramorai has worked on unique projects in
Jamaica, The Bahamas, the USA, Africa and the UK for various
sectors including commerce, education and social development.
Led by Johnathon Kelly a professional with more than 17 years
experience in Information technology, Miramorai is moving
aggressively to expand its reach in the global market. Kelly says
their focus is on refining skillsets and increasing the footprint of
Jamaica’s growing technological network.
Through its IGNITE programme, the Development Bank
of Jamaica awarded Miramorai $1 million to help develop the
interactive mobile application, Elle and Dell. The app is used for
children with special psychological needs. It was designed to
be a virtual companion for children ages six to twelve who have
challenges interacting with their peers. Elle and Dell deploys
interactive games and activities and acts as a ‘friend’ to talk to and
engage while they are on the device.

Contact Information
1 Winchester Road, Kingston 10
(876) 632-8915/2, 895-0732
www.miramorai.com

Miramorai Interactive
Learning Solutions
miramorailimited@gmail.com
@miramorai
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Ricardo Allen
One-on-One Educational
Services Ltd.
Grant Amount: $2.50 M
BSI: JBDC

One -on-One Educational Ser vices Limited, provides
personalized educational services and e-learning solutions
to secondary school students and corporate entities.
One-on-One’s concept is to transform education throughout
the Car ibbean, by inspir ing students to lear n through
mentorship, innovation and quality lessons that are delivered
in a personalized environment.
The Kingston-based company has maintained a very high
standard of academic excellence for its students through the
flagship Class-of-10 brand, whereby all students maintain a
97-100% pass rate.
In May 2013, the company embarked on a mission to leverage the
successes of the Class-of-10 to deliver personalized e-learning
courses for students and corporate entities in the Caribbean.
Since then, the company has developed several online courses
for the Caribbean high school curriculum.
This concept was awarded the Best Innovation in Education
at the Ministry of Science, Technology, Energy and Mining’s
National Innovation Award in 2014. In March 2015 One on-One
launched its online learning platform, MyLocker. That same
year the company signed a ground-breaking 5-year partnership
with global telecom powerhouse Cable & Wireless Communication,
to provide exclusive educational content and resources to
more than three million customers in the Caribbean and Latin
America. This partnership saw the MyLocker platform morph
into Flow Study, moving from offering 7 to 34 subjects, and
allowing students to pay a one-low monthly fee to enjoy the
benefit of studying up to 10 subjects per month.
One-on-One had some help along the way. In 2016, they applied
to the Development Bank of Jamaica’s IGNITE programme and
were awarded $2.5 Million grant. The support has propelled
One-on-One success in growing the education industry within
the Caribbean.
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Contact Information
22 Hope Boulevard, Kingston 6

One on One Educational Services

(876) 946-2275, 586-3070, 787-0216

ricardo.allen@1on1ts.com

www.getmylocker.com

@myeduone

Georgia Crawford
RHE-SKY-NATE

Grant Amount: $2.50 M
BSI: JBDC
Rhe-Sky-Nate is a customer-oriented software firm that provides
innovative technology and mobile applications for clients.
Through its website, Who-To-Use.com, customers are provided
with detailed profiles of professionals for hire and customers can
post jobs opportunities and suppliers can bid to be the “who” the
customer chooses to use. The website also automatically uploads
resumes to international recruiting partners for those local
professionals seeking overseas employment.
The firm’s software applications include The Mek Up, a banking
application that won the National Commercial Bank Digital
Innovation Challenge in 2016 and is now being adopted by the bank.
Also in 2016, it was declared one of the Top 10 innovations by
the Entrepreneurship Program for Innovation in the Caribbean
(EPIC) PitchIt Program for Innovation. Rhe-Sky-Nate owns
OnlineTestingJamaica.com, a website that opens the gate to
international certification for Jamaicans through its partnerships
with international testing agencies, ETS and Who-to-Use.com,
allowing micro entrepreneurs to broadcast their skills to the world.
In 2016, Who-To-Use.com was awarded $2.5 Million dollars grant
from the Development Bank of Jamaica’s IGNITE programme to
market and develop the online database of skilled professionals.

Contact Information
32 1/2 Duke Street, Kingston

georgia@whotouse.com

(876) 774-6564
WHO-TO-USE.com
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Patria-Kaye Aarons
Sweetie Confectionery
Grant Amount: $1.00 M
BSI: JBDC

Patria-Kaye Aarons has a nostalgic sweet tooth or, at least, believes
many of us do. So she leaves a stable corporate communications
job in the financial sector and starts a manufacturing firm to bring
back sweets like paradise plum and other Jamaican flavours such
as mango and jackfruit. She guessed right because, today Sweetie
Confectionery is Jamaica’s only commercial candy company, and
a huge success.
Sweetie’s delicious products capture the bold exotic tastes of the
islands that Caribbean people have long known and loved. She
takes our very best fruits like mangoes and guavas, adds a little
sunshine, and produces some extraordinary sweets that taste like
something your talented grandmother made at home. For now,
Sweetie products come mostly in hard candy. But the company
plans to produce “juju”, taffies and lollipops very soon.
Her authentic Caribbean flavours are the real hook both in the
islands and in the Diaspora. Not doing anything in half step,
Patria-Kaye convinced the Scientific Research Council to develop
exclusive formulas for her products, which are manufactured in
Clarendon, using oils extracted from the best Caribbean fruits.
Sweetie gives the promise of product excellence and a patriotic
commitment to Jamaica first; being made in Jamaica for Jamaicans
and Jamaicans at heart.
In 2016, the Development Bank of Jamaica saw Sweetie’s potential
and through its IGNITE grant awarded the company $1 million
so it could increase production of hard candies, paradise plum,
peanut brittle and candy boxes. Now, that’s a sweet story.

Contact Information
26 Pasley Avenue, May Pen, Clarendon

Sweetie

(876) 381-5876, 818-4990

@caribbeansweetie

caribbeansweetie.com
patria-kaye@caribbeansweetie.com
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Nicholas Davis
Temper Tantrum Ltd.
Grant Amount: $2.50 M
BSI: Branson Centre

Temper Tantrum might mislead your sentiments, but not your
tastes. The two-year-old company makes home grown bean to
bar Jamaican chocolates with delectable flavour profiles using
cocoa beans from farms across the island. They also offer
flavoured chocolate with Blue Mountain Coffee and Hot Chocolate.
Founded by Nicholas Davis, its One One Cacao brand won both
a Silver and Bronze Award from the Academy of Chocolate in
London. This is one of only two international competitions for
chocolate makers and Temper Tantrum beat out more than 500
Airbnb to offer exclusive bean to bar chocolate making experiences
for customers and tastings with the finest Jamaican rums.
To ramp up its production process, the company applied for and
was awarded a $2.5 million grant by the Development Bank of
Jamaica through its IGNITE programme for innovative local
businesses. Since then Temper Tantrum has been able to scale-up
and move from a kitchen table to a commercial kitchen. These
days, its output is increasing as it seeks to take advantage of the
shortage of chocolate on the world market by supplying Jamaica’s
highly acclaimed variety under its One One Cacao brand.

Contact Information
57 East Street, Kingston

One One Cacao

(876) 781-4841

oneonecacao@gmail.com

www.oneonecacao.com

@oneonecacao
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Kimala Bennett
The Limners &
Bards Ltd.
Grant Amount: $1.00 M
BSI: JBDC
The Limners and Bards Limited (The LAB) made a dramatic shift
from being a video production company to an advertising
agency in 2014. Now, it is a full service integrated agency that
uses focused research to create branding, positioning and strategic
campaigns for top brands in Jamaica and the Caribbean.
The LAB, as its commonly known, seeks solutions that have short-term
viability and impact, and long-term focus and sustainability. The
firm has created a free online crowdsourcing, digital idea bank
and income source called Scope Caribbean. This allows Caribbean
creative talent and property owners to sign up and create a profile for
either themselves or their locations. Clients use the system to
easily and quickly identify talent and locations suited to their
project needs. The company envisions 10,000 sign-ups by March 2018.
The Development Bank of Jamaica’s IGNITE grant supported the
company’s design, development and coding of Scope Caribbean.
The LAB’s clients include Digicel Post Paid Promotion, NCB
Excellence Jamaica, Grace Tropical Rhythms, WPG Case Study
(Nigeria), Just Bet, Appleton and Skyy Vodka.

Contact Information
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Unit 1-3, 17 Holborn Road, Kgn10

The Lab Jamaica

(876) 908-4080, 889-7258

kimala@tpljamaica.com

www.thelabjamaica.com

@thelabjamaica

Damion Donaldson
The Pure Group
Grant Amount: $4.00 M
BSI: JBDC
The Pure Groop started in 2012 as a team passionate about bringing
their client’s ideas to life. They are mostly designers, photographers,
videographers and marketing consultants looking to make their
indelible mark in Jamaica and the world. They offer services in
everything from digital marketing, graphic design to audio
production, digital advertising and photography.
With over ten years of experience and 92 percent repeat
customers, the 15-member team helps their clients by creating
multimedia digital solutions with innovative ideas and amazing
audiovisual design.
Through its IGNITE Programme, the Development Bank of Jamaica
awarded The Pure Groop a $4 Million grant. The purpose of the
grant was to produce PureSmart Digital Advertising Displays,
large floor standing digital and interactive machines designed
specifically to interact with shoppers on the go. The value-added
benefit is that the technology collects data and provides
marketing analytics to clients.
The young men and women behind the Pure Groop are fiercely
ambitious. They plan in the next two years to be listed on the
Jamaica Junior Stock Exchange as a way to raise capital and
expand regionally. They say their key seller will be smart screens
for the financial sector and Government agencies.

Contact Information
8 West Henderson Boulevard,
Greater Portmore

The Pure Groop

(876) 474-9437, 649-0449

@thepuregroop

info@thepuregroop.com
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Dianne Plummer
True Shade Cosmetics Ltd.
Grant Amount: $4.00 M
BSI: Branson Centre
True Shade Cosmetics focuses on creating the highest quality
products using natural minerals and utilizing sustainable and
green business practices. The company offers custom shade
consultations, products and services for those with sensitive
skin and eczema.
True Shade started as a sole trader in 2014 and later became a
limited liability company with the aim of becoming the leading
cosmetic brand in the Caribbean and the diaspora.
True Shade Cosmetics has achieved a lot in the past three years
including launching Your True Shade Beauty Lab and became
the only Jamaican company with a makeup counter in Fontana
Pharmacy. True Shade was one of three winners of the Scotia
Vision Achiever Awards, and one of the Top 3 nominees of the
New Manufacturer of the Year in the Jamaica Manufacturers
Awards. The company was also one of the recipients of the
Cherie Blair Mentorship programme in 2017.
To offset the growing cost of running the company, True Shade
applied to the Development Bank of Jamaica and was awarded
$4M IGNITE grant in 2016. The award helped True Shade to
increase capacity, buy much needed equipment, hire more staff,
design packaging, improve marketing and ultimately increase
distributors.

Contact Information
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Pine View, Red Hills, Kingston 19

Your True Shade

(876) 872-8812

info@yourtrueshade.com

yourtrueshade.com

@yourtrueshade

IGNITEES Directory Listing
Business Names

Entrepreneur Name

Sector/Industry

Product/Service Telephone

AQUAFLOW PRODUCTS &
SERVICES LIMITED

Jovan Evans

MANUFACTURING

BAUGHAUS DESIGN STUDIO

Dana Baugh

MANUFACTURING

CRAFT

878-3262

BLUE DOT DATA INTELLIGENCE
LIMITED

Larren Peart

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION

MARKETING

575-7371

BRESHEH ENTERPRISES

Randy McLaren

MANUFACTURING

BAGS

893-9713

CASTOR BLACK GOLD JAMAICA
LIMITED

Courtney Haughton

AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY AND
FISHING

CASTOR OIL

622-4970, 997-3908

COLDBUSH ORGANICS LIMITED

Hellen French

MANUFACTURING

CHOCOLATE

COMPLETE NUTRITION CARE
DIET CENTRE

Janet Rankine Henry

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE

FOOD/DIET

750-0563, 854-5604,
874-7401
622-8575, 427-9768

ECOFARMS

Grace Foster-Reid

HONEY

477-2880

FACTORY 75 COMPANY LIMITED

Allison Harrison

AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY AND
FISHING
INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION

SOFTWARE

456-2101

HERBOO CORPORATION
LIMITED

Javin Williams

MANUFACTURING

COSMETICS

486-9412

IMAGE AND GLORY
LABORATORIES LIMITED

Andrae Lynch

MANUFACTURING

DETERGENT

939-4481, 862-4128,
466-1576

INGENUITY TECHNOLOGIES
LIMITED

Melarka Williams

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION

MARKETING

381-5875, 970, 5578

IRIE ROCK YAAD SPA

Racquell Nardia Brown

MANUFACTURING

COSMETICS

457-0746, 633-6156

ISLAND FRUIT SNACKS & DESSERTS

Maria Wilson

MANUFACTURING

FOOD/DIET

582-0845

JERDIS ELECTRONIC SOLUTIONS Jermaine Parkinson

WASTE MANAGEMENT AND
REMEDIATIONACTIVITIES

TOOL/EQUIPMENT 846-8118, 784-5059

WASTE RECYCLING 812-7021, 486-4782

KB ROBOTICS

Kimroy Bailey

MANUFACTURING

ROBOTICS

834-5971, 503-0815

LISTENMI CARIBBEAN LIMTIED

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION

SOFTWARE

823-0368, 920-4763

LIVEWIREACT

Kenia Mattis
Brian Brown

ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT AND
RECREATION

SOFTWARE

579-6850, 631-5777

MICROSPEX

Hazel Wright O'Connor

MIRAMORAI INTERACTIVE
LEARNING SOLUTIONS LIMITED

Johnathon Kelly

ONE-ON-ONE EDUCATIONAL
SERVICES LIMITED

Ricardo Allen

RHESKYNATE LIMITED
(WHO-TO-USE.COM)

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION

BIO-MEDICAL
EQUIPMENT
SOFTWARE

EDUCATION

SOFTWARE

787, 0216

Georgia Crawford

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION

SOFTWARE

774-6564

SWEETIE CONFECTIONERY

Patria-Kaye Aarons

MANUFACTURING

CANDY

TEMPER TANTRUM LIMITED

Nicholas Davis

MANUFACTURING

CHOCOLATE

781-4841

THE LIMNERS & BARDS LIMITED Kimala Bennett
(THE LAB)

PROFESSIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND
TECHNICAL ACTIVITIES

SOFTWARE

908-4080, 665-1522-6

THE PURE GROOP

Damion Donaldson

PROFESSIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND
TECHNICAL ACTIVITIES

MARKETING

474-9437, 649-0449

TRUE SHADE COSMETICS
LIMITED

Dianne Plummer

MANUFACTURING

COSMETICS

872-8812

MANUFACTURING
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564-0664, 962-8006
632-8915/2
895-0732

381-5876, 818-4990

Want to expand
your business?

We Help You Get There!
Business loans
Partial loan guarantees

www.dbankjm.com
www.dbjvoucher.com

business plans and marketing plans.
Mentorship and coaching
Many other business
support services
institution and ask how.

Development Bank of Jamaica: 11a-15 Oxford Road, Kingston 5, mail@dbankjm.com

Facilitating Economic Growth & Development

876.929.4000 | 876.619.4000

